Ultra-Carbide Indexable

Order kit # K91.14

Line-boring cutter kit for 1/2” tool ports

The Bore Repair Systems, Inc. Ultra-Carbide indexable line bore cutter kit is our newest design in cutting bit kits.

**Features:**
- Low-profile tool pocket—enables the cutter to slide entirely through the bar
- Enables faster rotation speeds than standard high speed steel bit
- Can be used for entire job, not just finishing. The Ultra-Carbide bit withstands rough cuts, interrupted cuts and harder material
- Stays sharp up to 10x longer than high speed steel bits, and is tougher than cemented carbides and traditional carbide inserts
- 3 cutting edges, helping to keep you on the job not sharpening the tool
- Holder may be heat hardened if desired

*Kit includes 1 each: #9476 insert holder, #9475 insert, #9477 torx screw and #9478 flag wrench*